
Tony Knowles - Fondly known as Knowlesy
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Name: Tony Knowles

Born: 13 June 1955

Nationality: England

Highest Break: 139

Click on the link below to secure your seat at the this year’s 

Senior Tour - Hurry Tickets are selling out quickly! 

https://www.sheffieldtheatres.co.uk/events/snooker-seniors

Tony Knowles is one of the iconic players of the golden years of snooker 

and played all the game’s greats in the 1980s. This quietly spoken, gentle 

giant with an infectious grin first started playing snooker at the age of nine 

and was always destined for the heady heights of the sport. I have lucky 

enough to meet Tony and shared some time with him during an exhibition 

match in Kent with my good friend Joe Johnson. A raconteur of the old 

days,” Knowlesy“ as we like to call him, is a master of the game, knowing 

every shot and angle there is on a snooker table and his trick shots are 

unbelievable.

Knowles first made his name in snooker when as a qualifier he defeated 

the iconic Steve Davis in the first round of the World Championship in 

1982. Davis was on a momentous winning streak at the time, having 

convincingly won the 1981 World Championship. However the lad from 

Bolton was not phased by this Romford kid and produced some of his best 

snooker in the match, ending it with a 10-1 drubbing over Davis. This 

match left Steve reeling and is equal in defeats to the 1985 World 

Championship black ball win by Dennis Taylor.

Like so many in the sport, it is frustrating that Tony didn’t win big in 

snooker and all the top titles eluded him for his playing career. However 

there was silverware on the way on his illustrious career path. At the start 

of this journey, Knowles won the UK Junior Championship twice in 1972 

and 1974 and following his win against Davis, the now poster boy of 

snooker followed this up with a win over David Taylor in 1982 to claim the 

International Open and a year later in 1983 the Professional Players 

Tournament. 1983 was certainly a vintage year for Knowles as he went on 

to reach the semi- finals of the World Championship, narrowly losing to 

Cliff Thorburn 15-16 after having a 15-13 lead. Despite making numerous 

further appearances in the World Championship, Tony never made it past 

the semi final stage of this competition. He definitely was good enough but 

perhaps there were just too many good players in the field at the time.

Sadly Tony’s game started to wane at the end of the 1980s as he fell out of 

love with snooker and his form started to dwindle. The dominance of Davis 

and Hendry in his era, meant that it was harder for him to progress deep 

into tournaments. Further finals in the 1984 International Open led to a 9-2 

defeat against Steve Davis and a 9-3 defeat to John Parrott in the 1991 

Dubai Classic. However he manage to win the non-ranking 1984 

Australian Masters against John Virgo, 7-3 in the interim years and the 

World Team Classic in 1983.

Knowles formerly retired from the sport in 2001 and now spends his 

retirement in the Lake District. However his phone still rings and is often 

tempted out of retirement to play an exhibition or some trick shots. He is 

just a fascinating person to chat to and knows so much about the history of 

the game and even plays with an antique cue. Appearing this year in the 

Seniors tour, I can’t wait to catch up with my friend again to reminisce and 

have another of out enjoyable curry nights.
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